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1. Introduction
The European Association of CCP Clearing Houses (EACH) represents the interests of Central
Counterparties Clearing Houses (CCPs) in Europe since 1992. EACH currently has 19 members
from 15 different European countries and is registered in the European Union Transparency
Register with number 36897011311-96.
EACH welcomes the opportunity to provide input to this discussion paper of the UK Prudential
Regulation Authority, Financial Conduct Authority and the Bank of England on 'Building the
UK financial sector’s operational resilience'.

2. Responses to specific questions
Question A: What are readers’ views on the proposed focus on continuity of business
services? Would a service rather than systems-based approach represent a significant
change for firms and FMIs compared with existing practice? What other approaches could
be considered?
EACH supports the supervisory authorities’ approach to change focus from system ‘Disaster
Recovery’ to service resilience. Our view is that system recovery on its own is not an
appropriate measure of whether you can ensure continuous service to the market. We consider
systems as resources to support business activities, and their resilience is intended to be
aligned accordingly. Financial sector firms/FMIs should be able to align their financial,
operational and reputational risk to service resilience.
Question B: Would encouraging firms and FMIs to consider their contribution to the vital
services that the real economy demands change the way they manage operational resilience,
and if so how? What additional costs would this incur?
EACH agrees that the firms and FMIs that have more vital services to the real economy should
have more resilient systems. All firms should have a clear understanding of their systemic
impact on society. The determination of service recovery time objectives may need to involve
external parties with upstream dependencies on those services which are not already reflected
in Service Level Agreements. That process would be a pre-requisite to the understanding of
additional costs.
Question E: What are readers’ views on the possibility of firms and FMIs being asked to set
impact tolerances for their most important business services?
EACH supports the set-up of impact tolerances for all financial sector firms and FMIs. Firms
should know which services are their most important and work with regulators in selecting
these and highlights where action needs to be taken. We would welcome further clarifications
on such proposed methodology for setting impact tolerances. We would caution against trying
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to set tolerance by attempting to establish the exact point at which the financial sector firm or
FMI will not be viable due to a failure. We suggest tolerances set around key activities to be
an early warning allowing the FMI to take appropriate action to avoid any failure leading to
the FMI not being viable. In addition, due to the diverse natures of different FMIs, we believe
it would be difficult to compare across firms and apply any form of common scoring system.
Question G: If these proposals would require some firms and FMIs to update part of their
existing risk management framework, what would this involve?
EACH consider that any risk management framework would need to look at ‘preventative’ or
‘defensive’ measures that are in place. This might range from firewalls through to a view of
property resilience (power, generation, fire suppression etc.). This provides a view of what is in
place to enable the organisation to resist the potential impact of an event. The framework will
also need to look at the ‘mitigation’ controls that are in place: the existing plans and capability
that enable firms to reduce the impact of an event once it has occurred.
Examples of this would include system recovery and work area recovery capability. Any gaps
potentially revealed by this process must be identified and fixed efficiently. Some additional
dependency mapping might need to take place at business service rather than functions’
divisional level. EACH consider it essential that such process occurs within a blame-free
environment. We believe that a focus on problem fixing would improve capability across
financial markets radically.
Question H: What are readers’ views on producing an impact tolerance statement as
described? What relevant operational resilience risk management documentation do firms
and FMIs already produce, and how does this differ from impact tolerance statements?
EACH agrees with the production of a statement as described. However, they might require
flexibility for further adjustments. It is also important to stress that statements of impact
tolerance should not be made in isolation of an understanding of whether a firm’s capability
meets that stated tolerance. Otherwise, firms will need to invest to bring their capability within
the stated tolerance. We also believe that waivers and acceptances should only be available
for limited periods whilst firms remediate their capability. In our opinion, an industry best
practice balances around financial sector firms/ FMIs strategic importance would beneficial.
Question K: What are readers’ views on the proposed developments to the supervisory
authorities’ approach to operational resilience?
EACH welcomes the changes suggested, including stringent guidance and impact tolerances
based on firms’ economic importance. There is already sector-wide work and stress testing.
Overall, we consider such proposals to be beneficial to raise the bar of the broader ecosystem.
- END -
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